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Digit ratio, personality and emotions in skydivers
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Abstract. The aim of the present study was investigate if
there is an association between second‑to‑fourth digit length
(2D:4D) ratio and personality factors capable of serving as
predictors of individual choice towards high‑risk activities in
a group of experts skydivers; Furthermore, their skills in regulating anxiety and emotions were assessed. The 2D:4D ratio of
the right hand of 41 expert skydivers was measured and each of
them completed four questionnaires: Big Five Questionnaire‑2
(BFQ‑2), Profile of Mood States (POMS), State‑Trait Anxiety
Inventory Form Y (STAI‑Y) and Risk‑Taking Inventory. Lower
2D:4D ratios did not appear associated with a greater propensity for taking risks but rather with a lower aptitude to assume
precautions in unsafe conditions. In fact, the only sub‑dimensions of personality, analyzed by the BFQ‑2, correlated with
the 2D:4D ratio were conscientiousness and agreeableness.
Furthermore, prior to launch, the skydiver's level of stress,
measured by the POMS, or state anxiety, measured by the
STAI‑Y, was not significantly correlated with 2D:4D ratio;
whereas there was significant positive correlation between
2D:4D values and trait anxiety. Data analysis further revealed
that social desirability correlated negatively with state anxiety
and total mood disturbance index, and positively with emotion
control. The present results suggest that lower 2D:4D ratio may
represent a significant predictor of less attentive precautionary
behavior when risk‑taking.
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Introduction
Skydiving is classified among other high‑risk sports, which are
generally defined as activities in which the individual accepts
the possibility of personal injury or fatality (1‑2). Given the
potential risks associated with high‑risk behaviors, it is interesting to identify the distinctive features in the personality of
individuals who engage in these activities.
Zuckerman (3) observed that certain individuals are less
able to tolerate monotonous situations compared with others.
These subjects become immediately agitated and experience
a feeling of irritation when not stimulated. It was suggested
that the emerged differences in this experimental situation
derived from a primary behavioral disposition (3). Zuckerman
further identified a personality trait, termed sensation‑seeking,
as ‘a trait defined by the seeking of varied, novel, complex and
intense sensations and experiences, and the willingness to take
physical, social, legal and financial risks for the sake of such
experience’ (4,5).
Therefore, the personality of the individual is an important
predictor of such a behavior; specifically, two factors of the
Big Five Theory (6,7), extraversion and conscientiousness, are
the most studied in the context of risk‑taking (8‑11).
Previous research identified that individuals who deliberately engaged in activities associated with stress and danger
were able to better regulate anxiety and emotion than others
who avoided the high‑risk stressful situations (12,13). Through
long‑term practice of high‑risk activities, participants may learn
strategies of self‑regulation from the high‑risk experience and,
hypothetically, transfer them to everyday life situations (14)
Skydiving is a natural stressor from a physiological and
psychological point of view. Previous reports have highlighted
a difference between experts and beginners in the capability
of regulating anxiety (15,16). Hare et al (15) assessed the
cortisol levels and self‑reported anxiety intensity in relation
to emotional changes pre‑ and post‑jump. They identified
that post‑jump cortisol levels post‑jump were similarly high
in experts as in beginners, but the intensity of self‑reported
anxiety was lower in the experts.
Other studies have suggested that prenatal androgens affect
the developing brain by increasing its sensitivity to circulating
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testosterone later in life (17‑19). These effects may include
increased self‑confidence (20), search persistence and risk
preferences (21‑23), and intensified vigilance and quickened
reaction times (24,25). A number of markers have been proposed
for evaluating the effects of prenatal androgens (26), though
the most suitable is considered to be the second‑to‑fourth digit
length (2D:4D) ratio (27), with a relatively longer fourth finger
(lower 2D:4D ratio) indicating higher fetal androgen levels (28).
However, a previous study concluded that, due to the considerable within‑group variability and between‑group overlap, digit
ratio is not a suitable marker of individual differences in prenatal
androgen exposure (29). Recently, Manning (30) suggested that
2D:4D is determined not by prenatal androgens alone but by
the balance of prenatal androgen to prenatal estrogen signaling
in a narrow time window of fetal digit development. For ease
of measurement and reproducibility, 2D:4D may be used as a
substitute measure for prenatal androgen exposure (29‑32). In
fact, 2D:4D ratios appear to be correlated with certain personological factors (neuroticism, agreeableness, openness) (33,34)
that appear to be predictive of success among high‑frequency
financial traders (35,36), of acceptance into and success in
medical schools of state‑run Italian universities (37), of performance in competitive sports, including basketball (38), skiing
and soccer (39,40), and of aggressive behavior in professional
soccer players (41,42); in general, it appears to be predictive of
risky decision making (43).
In the present study personality factors were assessed in
expert skydivers following the Big Five Theory (6,7). The Big
Five Questionnaire‑2 (BFQ‑2) was used, which also includes,
through a lie scale, the evaluation of social desirability (44).
This scale measures the tendency in the subject to provide
a false ‘positive’ or ‘negative’ profile of themselves. Social
desirability is the tendency of an individual to give untruthful
answers, in order to present their self in a favorable light and to
demonstrate their suitability to the social environment, which
is indicative of tolerant, open‑minded, rational, democratic
and unprejudiced behaviors (45).
The capability to control emotions, anxiety and mood was
also assessed using the State‑Trait Anxiety Inventory Form Y
(STAI‑Y) (46) and the Profile of Mood States (POMS) (47).
Woodman et al (48) validated a measure that allows
researchers to assess risk‑taking in high risk‑sport athletes;
they validated the Risk Taking Inventory (RTI) for high‑risk
sport, by postulating a dichotomy of risk‑taking behavior,
deliberate risk‑taking (DRT) versus precautionary behavior
(PB), that may be utilized for evaluating the propensity to take
risks and tendency to assume PBs.
The aim of the present study was to assess the personological features of a group of expert skydivers, as well as to
investigate their ability to regulate anxiety and mood state,
and to evaluate if these abilities are associated with 2D:4D
ratio; furthermore, it was investigated if there is an association
between 2D:4D ratio and personality factors capable of serving
as predictors of individual choice towards high‑risk activities,
such as extraversion and conscientiousness (33,34,42,43).
Subjects and methods
Participants. Members of the sport associations ‘SunflyersParacadutismo sportivo’ and ‘Skydive Sicilia’, enrolled at UIP

(Italian Union Parachuting) were enrolled in the current study
between May and June, 2016. Volunteers provided written
informed consent to the study procedures that were conducted
in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. The subjects
were also informed on their right to privacy and anonymity
and the study was approved by the Ethical Committee of Kore
University (Enna, Italy).
The sample consisted of 41 healthy subjects, aged between
18 and 46 years [mean ± standard deviation (SD), 31.73±5.51]
and included 24 males (mean age, 31.83±6.84 years) and
17 females (mean age, 31.56±2.94 years).
The participants belonged to groups of expert skydivers
based in Sicily, Italy; a threshold was adopted to distinguish
experts from beginners as those who had been practicing
the activity for a minimum of 12 consecutive months. The
observed subjects had been practicing the sport for a period of
12 months minimum to a maximum of 228 months (mean time,
37.8±38.1 months). The subjects were distributed by practice
time as follows: 12 to 24 months (n=11); 25 to 36 months (n=12);
37 to 72 months (n=15); >72 months (n=3). The frequency of
annual jumps ranged from 4 to 70 (mean frequency, 19.1±14.1),
distributed as follows: 4 to 10 jumps (n=7); 11 to 20 jumps
(n=20); 21 to 30 jumps (n=4); 31 to 40 jumps (n=7); >41 jumps
(n=3).
Subjects excluded from the study were those who i) had
<12 consecutive months experience; and ii) obtained a standardized score (T‑score) ≥65 on the lie scale and at least on
3 major factors of the BFQ‑2. The latter criterion is indicated
by the authors of the BFQ‑2 to identify the falsified personological profiles that should be excluded since they present
results that are not reliable (44).
Procedures and measures. To perform the study, 2D:4D
ratio was measured and psychological assessment tests were
performed, including BFQ‑2, POMS, STAI‑Y and RTI, at 2 h
prior to launch.
Digit ratio measurement. The method used for measuring
the 2D:4D ratio was described by our group in a previous
study (37). Briefly, the participants' right hands were photocopied and the digit length from the metacarpophalangeal
crease to the fingertip was measured. It has been reported that
this crease appears around the 9th week of gestation and is
one of the primary creases of the hand (49). The 2D:4D ratio
was determined from only the right hand, as the right‑hand
digit ratios appear to be more sensitive to prenatal androgens (50,51). The handprints of the subjects were measured to
determine 2D:4D ratio using calipers accurate to 0.1 mm. The
lengths of each participant's fingers were measured twice, and
the mean was calculated.
BFQ‑2. The BFQ‑2 questionnaire by Caprara et al (44) is
one of the most used in Italy for measurement of the Big Five
personality factors. Construct validity was confirmed by the
relationship with other tools proposed for the measurement
of personality, including the NEO‑Personality Inventory (52).
The theoretical reference related to the Costa and McCrae Big
Five Theory (6) for all factors was maintained. The scores
obtained are divided into very low scores (between 25 and 35),
low scores (between 36 and 45), normal scores (between
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46 and 55), high scores (between 56 and 65) and very high
scores (between 66 and 75) (44).
The BFQ‑2 assesses personality traits divided into 5 major
factors, each of which are divided into two sub‑dimensions:
Openness (inventive/curious vs. consistent/cautious): The
degree of intellectual curiosity, creativity and preference for
novelty and variety an individual has; also defined as the
extent to which a person is imaginative or independent, and
represents a personal preference for a variety of activities over
a strict routine. In BFQ‑2 it is termed openness and is divided
into two sub‑dimensions: Openness to culture and Openness
to experience.
Conscientiousness (efficient/organized vs. easy‑going/
careless): Propensity to be organized and dependable, show
self‑discipline, act dutifully, aim for success, and prefer planned
rather than spontaneous behavior. In BFQ‑2 it is divided into
two sub‑dimensions: Scrupulousness and Perseverance.
Energy (or extraversion; outgoing/energetic vs. solitary/
reserved): Energy, positive emotions, surgency, assertiveness,
sociability and the tendency to seek stimulation in the company
of others, and talkativeness. In BFQ‑2 it is termed energy and is
divided into two sub‑dimensions: Dynamism and Dominance.
Agreeableness (friendly/compassionate vs. analytical/
detached): Propensity to be empathetic and cooperative
rather than suspicious and hostile towards others; it is also a
measure of one's trusting and helpful nature, and whether an
individual is generally well tempered or not. In BFQ‑2 it is
termed friendliness and is divided into two sub‑dimensions:
Cooperativeness and Politeness.
Emotional stability (or neuroticism; sensitive/nervous
vs. secure/confident): Propensity to experience unpleasant
emotions easily, such as anger, anxiety, depression and
vulnerability; it also denotes the degree of emotional stability
and impulse control. It is divided into two sub‑dimensions:
Emotion control and Impulse control.
A sixth, 12‑item control scale, termed lie scale, consisting
of two sub‑dimensions (lie egoistic + lie moralistic), was
added. This scale measures the participant's tendency to
provide a false profile of him/herself. The items are rated on
a 5‑point Likert scale ranging from 1 (absolutely false) to 5
(absolutely true).
Costa and McCrae report for BFQ‑2 an internal consistency
with Cronbach α coefficients ranging from 0.73 to 0.86 (52).
The α coefficients for the Italian questionnaire are also relatively high (44); an α of 0.74 was reported for the lie scale.
POMS. POMS provides a measure of mood states (47).
Respondents completing the questionnaire rate each item on a
5‑point Likert scale with anchors ranging between 0 (not at all)
to 4 (extremely). Internal consistency for this method is reportedly high (r=0.90) (47). The items are combined to form six
separate subscales: Tension‑anxiety (T), depression‑dejection
(D), anger‑hostility (A), vigor‑activity (V), fatigue‑inertia (F)
and confusion‑bewilderment (C). The six subscale standardized scores (T‑scores) are then combined to form an overall
measure of affect that is known as total mood disturbance
(TMD=T+D+A‑V+F+C).
STAI‑Y. The STAI‑Y is a psychological inventory based on a
4‑point Likert scale, 1 (not at all) to 4 (extremely), and consists
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of 40 questions on a self‑report basis (46). The STAI measures
two types of anxiety: State anxiety, or anxiety about an event;
and Trait anxiety, or anxiety level as a personal characteristic.
Higher scores are positively correlated with higher levels of
anxiety. Its most current revision is Form Y.
RTI. The RTI evaluates the risk‑taking behavior of a subject
that lends their self to conduct a high‑risk sport (48). The RTI
has seven items across two factors: DRT (e.g., he/she actively
seeks out dangerous situations) and PB (e.g., he/she takes time
to check for potential hazards). Items are rated on a 5‑point
Likert scale (1, never; 5, always).
Data analysis. Data was collected and averaged, and then
compared by using the non‑parametric Mann‑Whitney test.
Linear regression and Pearson's correlation coefficients were
also determined. Significance was set at P<0.05. All descriptive statistics are reported as mean ± SD. All analyses were
performed using GraphPad Prism version 5.0 for Windows
(GraphPad Software, Inc., La Jolla, CA, USA).
Results
Subject data. The measurement of 2D:4D ratios was calculated in centimeters (cm) and gave values distributed between
0.911 and 1.028 cm, with a mean of 0.966±0.028 cm. The difference in 2D:4D ratios between males (n=24; 0.951±0.018 cm)
and females (n=17; 0.972±0.032 cm) was not significant
(P<0.05; Mann‑Whitney test; data not shown). Mean values of
the five major factors and the lie scale of the BFQ‑2, as well
as the mean values of the sub‑dimensions of the BFQ‑2, are
reported in Table I.
Agreeableness had the highest mean score (54.46±8.56),
while conscientiousness had the lowest mean score
(50.90±12.00). Among the sub‑dimensions, cooperativeness
had the highest mean score (55.13±8.44), whereas openness to
culture had the lowest mean score (46.55±9.74).
Table II presents the mean values of the 6 factors of
the POMS. The factor vigor had the highest mean score
(61.68±9.20), whereas the factor tension had the lowest mean
score (41.88±2.70). The mean value of the TMD index was
152.73±20.25.
Regarding the STAI‑Y, it was observed for state anxiety a
mean value of 35.39±8.78 and for trait anxiety a mean value of
36.53±6.92. Both values were within the normality range (46)
and did not differ statistically (data not shown).
Correlation analysis. Possible correlations between
sub‑dimensions of the BQF‑2, the TMD index of the POMS
and the STAI‑Y were analyzed, and four significant correlations were detected: i) A positive correlation (R 2 =0.3795;
P=0.0020) between the sub‑dimensions lie egoistic and
emotion control of the BFQ‑2; ii) a negative correlation
(R 2=0.3028; P=0.0063) between the lie scale of the BFQ‑2
and the TMD index of the POMS; iii) a negative correlation (R 2 =0.4450; P=0.0003) between the sub‑dimension
lie egoistic of BFQ‑2 and state anxiety of the STAI‑Y; and
iv) a negative correlation (R2=0.4717; P=0.0137) between the
factor vigor of the POMS and state anxiety of the STAI‑Y
(data not shown).
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Table I. Mean scores of BFQ‑2 factors and sub‑dimensions.
Variables
BFQ‑2 factor
Energy
Agreeableness
Conscientiousness
Emotional stability
Openness
Lie scale
BFQ‑2 sub‑dimension
Dynamism
Dominance
Cooperativeness
Politeness
Scrupulousness
Perseverance
Emotion control
Impulse control
Openness to culture
Openness to experience
Lie egoistic
Lie moralistic

Mean

Standard deviation

52.37
54.46
50.90
52.93
51.44
52.02

8.77
8.56
12.00
10.04
10.16
8.77

54.82
50.88
55.13
54.10
49.15
53.95
53.65
53.30
46.55
54.75
54.17
50.62

8.24
10.04
8.44
9.37
10.89
12.69
10.50
7.98
9.74
9.94
9.34
7.83

Normative reference: very low score, 25‑35; low score, 36‑45; normal
score, 46‑55; high score, 56‑65; very high score, 66‑75 (44). BFQ‑2,
Big Five Questionnaire‑2.

Table II. Mean values of POMS factors and TMD index.
POMS factor

Mean

Standard deviation

Tension
Depression
Anger
Vigor
Fatigue
Confusion
TMD

41.88
43.32
42.85
61.68
42.56
43.80
152.73

2.70
2.65
2.90
9.20
4.49
7.06
20.25

Normative reference (expressed as overall mean score in males and
females): Tension, 13.4; depression, 13.4; anger, 9.7; vigor, 15.6;
fatigue, 10.5; confusion, 10.9 (41). POMS, Profile of Mood States;
TMD, total mood disturbance.

No other significant correlations were detected between the
STAI‑Y and the BFQ‑2 except for that for emotional stability
and its sub‑dimensions. The factor vigor did not exhibit any
significant correlations with the factors or sub‑dimensions of
the BFQ‑2.
Fig. 1 illustrates the correlations between 2D:4D and
DRT, PB, state anxiety and trait anxiety. A significant positive
correlation was observed between 2D:4D and PB (R2=0.2942;
P=0.0002) as well as between 2D:4D and trait anxiety

(R2=0.1791; P=0.0058). Therefore, skydivers with lower 2D:4D
ratios were indicated to be less careful in taking precautions
when deciding to take a risk.
In this respect, it is notable that, although no significant
association between 2D:4D and the overall score of the BQF‑2
was observed (R 2 =0.2386; P=0.1229; data not shown), the
correlation of 2D:4D with individual factors of the BFQ‑2,
as illustrated in Fig. 2, were significant: There were positive
correlations between 2D:4D and the factors conscientiousness (R 2=0.1940; P=0.0039) and agreeableness (R 2=0.1086;
P=0.0353) of the BFQ‑2. This implies that individuals with
lower 2D:4D ratios are less conscientious.
Discussion
In the sample of expert skydivers analyzed in the present study,
the 2D:4D ratio appeared unrelated to capability to take risk
but rather with the aptitude to assume a PB in unsafe conditions. this observation is supported by the finding that the only
factors of personality, analyzed by the BFQ‑2, that correlated
with 2D:4D ratio were conscientiousness and agreeableness.
Furthermore, prior to launch, skydivers did not exhibit a significant correlation between their 2D:4D ratio and level of stress,
measured by the POMS, or level of state anxiety, assessed by
the STAI‑Y. However, a significant positive correlation was
determined between 2D:4D values and trait anxiety, measured
by the STAI‑Y. Therefore, it seems reasonable to conclude that
subjects with a low 2D:4D ratio may be less conscientious in
taking precautions when they decide to take a risk, which is in
part supported by the lower trait anxiety observed among the
present cohort.
The variable conscientiousness of the BFQ‑2, indicating
the inclination to be organized and dependable and to prefer
planned rather than spontaneous behavior, had the lowest
mean score among the five factors. The factor extraversion is
a measure of energy as well as agreeableness and willingness
for a given activity; it measures aspects including energetic
and dynamic behavior, activity, ease of speech, sociability,
enthusiasm, and all those aspects related to the ability to influence others. These behavioral patterns appear associated with
social desirability, assessed by the BFQ‑2 lie scale. The lie
scale measures a subject's tendency to provide a false profile of
him/herself in order to satisfy the individual desire to belong
to a group. To achieve this, the participants invest high levels
of energy; this appeared to be demonstrated by the positive
correlation between social desirability and the factor energy
identified presently.
The factor energy may be another important predictor of
risk‑taking behavior, particularly for social dynamics (53). As
confirmation of this, the mean score of the factor agreeableness
was highest among the five factors. This factor is important for
the dynamics of a group and is an expression of trust, altruism,
compliance, modesty, optimism and loyalty (53).
Furthermore, this finding is supported by the higher scores
for cooperativeness (friendly/compassionate), a sub‑dimension of the factor agreeableness, compared with the other
sub‑dimensions.
Thus, one of the reasons that motivates skydivers to engage
in high‑risk activities may be the desire of the individual to
establish meaningful relationships and, therefore, to experi-
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Figure 1. Correlation between 2D:4D and (A) DRT, (B) PB, (C) trait anxiety, (D) state anxiety and (E) TMD. 2D:4D, second‑to‑fourth digit length ratio; DRT,
deliberate risk‑taking; PB, precautionary behavior; TMD, total mood disturbance.

Figure 2. Correlation between 2D:4D and the major factors of the BFQ‑2, (A) conscientiousness, (B) energy, (C) agreeableness, (D) emotional stability,
(E) openness and (F) lie scale. A significant positive correlation between 2D:4D and the factors conscientiousness and agreeableness. 2D:4D, second‑to‑fourth
digit length ratio; BFQ‑2, Big Five Questionnaire‑2.
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ence group membership. This would provide a positive
reinforcement for risk‑taking, obtained by social recognition
and by the resulting status of expert (1‑54). Ultimately, the
present data demonstrate the possible relevance of the group
effect, as a theory to support the desire of group membership.
Indeed, the present sample of skydivers appeared to invest
high levels of energy in order to provide a positive, responsible
and courageous profile of him/herself; this appeared useful for
maintaining and improving the capacity to control emotional
state This is consistent with the positive correlation between
the sub‑dimension emotion control and the lie egoistic scale (a
sub‑dimension of the lie scale) of the BFQ‑2.
Skydiving involves high emotional investment and high
levels of anxiety, particularly pre‑jump. Therefore, it is necessary that the individual maintains a positive mood state, useful
for efficient control of anxiety and emotions (55). This was
indicated by the positive correlation between state anxiety of
the STAI‑Y, specifically at pre‑jump, and the overall mood
index, TMD of the POMS. TMD assesses the tendency for
mood disorders (56). For participants, social desirability
appeared important in terms of mood regulation. Indeed, the
TMD index correlated negatively with the lie scale of the
BFQ‑2, which assesses social desirability, and this appeared
capable of positively influencing mood.
The participants, in order to belong to the group, attempted
to appear competent, courageous and intelligent; all aspects
relating to the personal qualities that are measured by the
sub‑dimension of the lie scale, lie egoistic. All these aspects,
centered on expressing a desire to belong to the group, appeared
to facilitate control of state anxiety, mood and emotion. This
is consistent with the positive correlation between the factor
emotional stability of the BFQ‑2, specifically with emotion
and impulse control, and social desirability, as emerging
from the lie scale of the BFQ‑2. When participants exhibited
a profile of him/herself as socially desirable, they appeared
to maintain good emotional stability, specifically regarding
control of emotions and impulse. Thus, the desire of belonging
to the group, and the underlying dynamics, appear to be useful
for coping with the stress and anxiety of skydiving.
Furthermore, the present investigation confirmed data from
previous studies on skydivers, which indicated that a high‑risk
sport, if practiced for a long time, influences positively the
control of anxiety (15,54,57). Participants in those studies,
expert skydivers who had practiced the sport for at least four
years, seemed to manifest a good control of anxiety and
emotion. However, it is conceivable that individuals choosing
high‑risk activities have good ability to control emotions and
anxiety as a personal prerequisite.
It is widely accepted that people who practice high‑risk
sports in the long‑term frequently regulate emotion and
anxiety, and in this way reinforce their capability for emotion
control (14,58‑68). It may be useful to investigate the ways
in which individuals learn strategies of self‑regulation from
a high‑risk context, and whether and how they transfer these
skills to everyday life situations.
The data analysis demonstrated a significant negative
correlation between the factor vigor, a mood state assessed
by the POMS, and state anxiety. The factor vigor evaluates
a domain of mood characterized by exuberance and energy
and is the only factor in negative relationship with the other

five factors of the POMS. It seems clear that the factor vigor
represents a characteristic of skydiving, useful to support the
jump. This is evidenced by the mean score of vigor, which
was the highest among the six factors of the POMS. Given the
negative correlation between state anxiety and the factor vigor,
and its assumed importance for skydiving, it could be argued
that practicing skydiving for an extended time may positively
affect anxiety control.
Furthermore, the data have indicated the absence of significant correlations between the state and trait anxiety of STAI‑Y
and the majority of personality factors assessed by the BFQ‑2,
except for emotional stability, which specifically evaluates
emotion and impulse control. The lack of correlation between
anxiety and personality traits in the participants suggests that
practicing skydiving in the long‑term represents a valid tool to
control anxiety.
The main goal of the present study was to investigate the
personological characteristics that defined the skydivers, and
their skills to regulate anxiety and mood state, with the aim
of identifying a possible correlation between their 2D:4D ratio
and personological factors; to determine aspects that may
serve as predictors of risk‑taking and/or PB.
Although the data analysis identified no significant differences in terms of personality traits among the skydivers, the
factors conscientiousness and agreeableness, evaluated by the
BFQ‑2, were positively associated with 2D:4D ratio. The association between 2D:4D ratio and conscientiousness could be
considered as a significant predictor of reduced attentiveness
in taking appropriate precautions under risk. This possibility
is coherent with the positive correlation among skydivers
between 2D:4D ratio and PB. The factor energy (or extraversion) of the BFQ‑2 may represent a notable variable in this
context. Indeed, participants seemed to invest high levels of
energy to provide a positive, competent and courageous profile
of him/herself, in order to maintain high levels of social
desirability (lie scale). Finally, individuals with lower 2D:4D
ratios exhibited lower levels of trait anxiety, a factor that may
facilitate the choice to take risks.
The present study had some limitations related to sample
size. The sample size may not have been sufficient to obtain
some of the expected results. This appeared particularly
evident for the female parachuting group, which included
only 17 participants (male group, n=24). Collecting a larger
sample may allow the acquisition of more robust statistical
results. For future studies, a more strategic method should be
applied to search for participants. In addition to addressing
the shortcomings of the present study, future research may
attempt to confirm the present results by studying the association between 2D:4D ratio and personological factors, as well
as circulating testosterone and salivary cortisol levels, across
a range of individuals who engage in extreme sports and other
risk‑taking behaviors. Nonetheless, the present work, together
with a growing body of similar studies at the hormonal level,
demonstrates the importance of biological input in participants' behaviors when considered at risk (69‑78).
The present investigation represents the first phase of a
larger project that aims to extend investigation to other sports
in the domain of risk‑taking, in order i) to understand the
motivations underlying the choice to practice these sports; and
ii) to investigate the ways in which high‑risk sports represent
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a possible resource for the control of anxiety, emotions and
mood.
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